
FIRM MANAGEMENT

Practice Management — The Di�erence
Between a Successful Accounting Firm
and a Thriving One
Good practice management software can often mean the di�erence between a
loosely-organized �rm and a practice that is thriving, growing and more pro�table.
While a �rm can have the best and the brightest employees on sta�, if they’re not
given ...
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given the tools to be successful, their likelihood of success decreases. Even the best
and the brightest need some help and successful �rms know that and supply their
employees with the tools they need to succeed. It’s dif�cult to be productive and
organized when you’re busy scribbling your time on scraps of paper.

That’s where Practice Management software comes in. Designed to provide
accounting �rms (and other businesses) with the tools they need to easily track and
account for employee time, as well as help �rms plan and schedule employee time
more ef�ciently, practice management software also offers integrated billing and
invoicing capability as well. Most of these products contain easy time tracking
functionality, with built in timers, for employees to utilize. They also offer
management a good snapshot at employee productivity, while helping schedule
employees ef�ciently for upcoming jobs.

In this issue, when reviewing these products, we reviewed programs based on six
different areas. They include:

Basic System Functions – This area includes a review of the user interface as well as
a review of other applications and modules that integrate with the core product. We
also note if the product is available on a web or Cloud-based platform, or only as an
installed product on a local server. This is an important area, particularly for �rms
that need the �exibility that an Internet accessible product offers.

Time Management – This is the core of the practice management system. Here we
take a look at the various means used to capture time, and how that information is
conveyed. Does the product utilize a timesheet entry system or are there system
timers available? Can users utilize more than one timer simultaneously? Does the
product also offer employee time tracking for vacation, sick and comp time?
Invoicing Functions – Here we looked at how easy it was for users to process
invoices. Can the invoices be created directly from the time entry screen? Could
invoices be emailed directly to clients? Are the invoices customizable?

Management Features – Here we took a look at some of the features that would
likely be used by �rm managers. This included things like the availability of
dashboards. We also looked at scheduling capabilities, where both managers and
employees can track their time and projects more ef�ciently? Does the system have
good reporting options and analytics capability? What about productivity tools such
as document management capability?
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Integration and Data Management – Here we looked at the ability of the system to
integrate not only with related modules but with third party software applications as
well. It also looked at the availability of custom integration options, and how well
data is managed in the system. We also looked at mobile entry and integration with
both Android and iPhone technology.

Help/Support/Training – Here we looked at various help functionality, the
availability of training videos, various training options offered by the software
vendor, if there was access to a knowledgebase, and support options that the
software vendor offers.

Whatever the needs of your �rm; whether you’re looking to implement practice
management software for the �rst time, or are interested in upgrading your current
application, the products included in this review deserve some consideration.
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